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Introduction

The aim of this paper is to suggest and critically
discuss ways in which the gap between forest science,
policy making and practice can be spanned. Some of
the underlying barriers to a successful interface are
identified and the needs and interests of key forest
stakeholders are examined.

Latvian forests cover nearly half of the total land
area, and the forests generally possess a high struc-
tural variety � securing biodiversity. Moreover, the
forests, of which most are semi-natural, are home to
several species, which are endangered or threatened in
Europe or in a global context (Ozols 1995). Although
extensive forest legislation is in place there are no spe-
cific provisions concerning the involvement of the public
in decision-making, and the current science financing
system lacks initiatives to promote the extension of
practical knowledge generated by research and use of
this knowledge within policy making. Promoting sus-
tainable forest management practices relies on the trans-
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Abstract
In this paper we suggest and critically discuss new ways in which the gap between forest science, policy making and
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Latvia. Thus, the resource is in place, is more or less intact and, seemingly well protected in a legal sense, and has been
the subject of scientific study. However, there is a severe lack of interaction between forest science and practice and
policy making. In the paper, the current situation in the forestry sector and some of the underlying barriers to a successful
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is carried out. Finally, three main types of suggestion are given as how to improve the dialogue and knowledge link
between science and practice and policy making in Latvia.
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fer of scientific knowledge to forestry practitioners,
decision makers and other forest professionals

Moreover, in spite of a high level of the environ-
mental and silvicultural sciences in countries in tran-
sition, such as Latvia (Baumanis 1995), it is also rec-
ognized that the implementation at more practical lev-
els and into decision-making systems is insufficient
(Lazdins 2002).

Latvia regained real independence in 1991 and a
fundamental transformation of the political system im-
plied a radical change in the institutional set-up in all
sectors with changes still ongoing (Lazdinis et al. 2005).
In January 2000, the State forest sector underwent cru-
cial administrative reorganisation, when, instead of the
former integrated State Forest Service, two new major
units were established and subordinated to the Minis-
try of Agriculture: �Latvijas Valsts Meþi� (LVM, the
Stock Company) and the State Forest Service (SFS). As
a result, regulatory, supervisory, and normative func-
tions of state authority were separated from managing
and ownership of state forests. LVM carries out the
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ownership function, i.e. it governs and manages State
forest property and ensures preservation and enhance-
ment of its value. Eight regional units act independently
and they are the major venue to disseminate research
results to practice with regard to State forestry.

The primary mission of the SFS is to ensure im-
plementation of the supervisory and support functions
in accordance with the Latvian forest policy. One of
the primary tasks is to ensure enforcement of legisla-
tion in all forests regardless of ownership type. To-
day one of important functions of the State Forest
Service is also forestry extension.

The transition to market economy related environ-
mental concerns and the emergence of numerous in-
experienced forest owners (>155 000 forest holdings)
after 1991 create acute need for improved knowledge
at the level of practical forest management. Moreover,
there is a need for understanding the types of private
forest owner present, cf. Mizaraitë and Mizaras 2005).
The institutional bodies in the private forestry are still
in permanent readjustment. A rapid development of
structures has been observed during the last year �
before and after entering in EU. FOA (The Associa-
tion of Latvian Forest Owners) presently unifies sev-
eral structures in all the territory of Latvia. One of the
primary tasks of FOA is to provide and develop for-
estry education and consulting for the members. The
improvement of consulting services is one of the most
urgent issues at present and FOA management rec-
ognises the high need for development of integrated
services, where up-to-date scientific knowledge is used
(Oslejs and Albertina 2003).

Environmental and silvicultural sciences are at a
very high level in Latvia but the implementation at more
practical levels is insufficient and weak. This obser-
vation applies to the Latvian forest sector, where the
Latvian State Forestry Research Institute �Silava�
(SILAVA) is the only institution, whose primary mis-
sion is to conduct forest research. The transition to
market economy has brought about big challenges for
the forest sector in general and has led to a changed
role of forest research in particular. Scientific advice
should play a significant role in promoting environ-
mentally friendly practices in private forestry, imple-
menting environmentally and socio-economic balanced
forest management.

The Third Ministerial Conference on the Protec-
tion of Forest in Europe in Lisbon 1998 focused on
the implementation of sustainable forest management
in practice, which was confirmed by the adoption of
the resolution on Pan-European Criteria, Indicators and
Operational Level Guidelines for Sustainable Forest
Management. The resolution provides, among other
things, indicators for forest research and education

and for public awareness. The outline of these con-
cept areas unambiguously points towards the impor-
tance of forest research and appropriate extension of
research based knowledge when contributing to sus-
tainable forest management practices.

The need for readily understandable and acces-
sible information based on reliable research results and
development of an appropriate extension service chal-
lenge SILAVA for a number of reasons. During the
Soviet period, little attention was given to the dissem-
ination of research results. Consequently, there is lit-
tle know-how and experience on how to communicate
research to practice, and how to feed into the knowl-
edge-based policy making. SILAVA currently faces
stringent monetary constraints, which implies that
priority is given for maintaining the previous extent
and forms of research, while such an important issue
as the �appropriate� links between research, practice,
and policy making do not receive sufficient weight. A
DANCEE (Danish Cooperation for Environment in
Eastern Europe) supported project undertaken by the
Centre for Forest, Landscape and Planning, DFLRI,
based in Denmark, and the Latvian counterpart, the
Latvian State Forestry Research Institute �Silava� to
enhance the use of scientific results in practice and
decision-making was carried out in the period 2001 to
2005 (Gamborg and Oslejs 2004).

In the paper the experiences and results from the
Latvian-Danish project are used to try to identify the
needs and interests of forest stakeholders using for-
est science based knowledge and look at how to im-
prove communication skills, partly through participa-
tion in regional extension network. Key stakeholders
include forest advisors in private organisations, state
agencies, policy departments and trading and manage-
ment bodies. A discussion of new ways in which to
make a better interface between forest science on the
one hand and forest practice and policy making on the
other hand, in a country in transition, and a country
that possesses valuable forest assets is presented.
The accomplishments of a newly established extension
unit are characterised and discussed.

Methods

A three step approach is used in this study to
identify the science policy gap, the science capacity
and the stakeholder expectations. First, the current
situation of the Latvian forest situation is character-
ised and thematically analysed, including a break-down
of the distribution of private forest holdings. Secondly,
an analysis of the institutional capacity of the forest
research sector is carried out, looking at one of the
key scientific actors, SILAVA.
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Finally, through a qualitative stakeholder analy-
sis carried out within the Latvian-Danish project, main
forest stakeholders are identified along with a char-
acterisation of their needs, interests and expectations.
Questions in the survey asked, included how they
access information, the level of education, and the kind
of knowledge they would need.

Gap survey: forest science, and forest practice
and policy. Forests cover comprises 45 % of the total
land area in Latvia, and forestry and the forest relat-
ed sector is one of the most important sectors both
economically and socially. In 2004, the forest sector
provided about 14 % of the GNP and forest products
form more than 30 % of the total export. Timber sup-
ply from state forests cannot meet the growing needs
of the industry for raw materials and the private for-
est sector becomes increasingly important as a sup-
plier in market.

At the same time, most Latvian forests are natu-
ral or semi-natural, i.e. they are regenerated naturally,
and are dominated by spruce, pine or birch in single-
species or mixed stands. An evidence for the environ-
mentally high standard of forest management is the fact
that many valuable forest types can be found in Latvia,
while the variety of habitats is considerably less di-
verse in the forests at the Western shoreline of the
Baltic Sea, where silvicultural practices have been more
intensive.

As a result of the 45-year period of Soviet lead-
ership, the traditions of forest management practices
were partly lost. After the declaration of independence
it was necessary not only to re-establish the proprie-
tary rights but also the forest management traditions.
Some of the inherent faults of the commercially ori-
ented forest management practices can be observed
in Latvian forestry. For example, heavy logging ma-
chinery has often had negative environmental impact
on harvesting sites.

These negative side-effects are pronounced in
connection with the transition and the ensuing exten-
sive forest privatisation that has taken place since
1991 with private forests making up approximately one
half of the total forest area. The private forest owners
have become new actors in the forest sector; yet they
lack the skills and experience in forest management,
which is further aggravated by the small average size
of forest holdings (about 7.5 ha) and lack of co-oper-
ative structures in the private forestry. The distribu-
tion of private forest holdings by size is shown in
Figure 1.

There are 26 regions in Latvia where the propor-
tion of private owned forests differs greatly. The
number of private forest owners and also the size of

an average forest holding are variable (Oslejs 2002).
Characteristics of forest holdings together with the
overall socio-economic conditions in a particular re-
gion as well as the influence of the forest industry
determine privatisation processes and forest manage-
ment tendencies.

According to the goals defined by the Latvian
Forest Policy the development of the private forest
sector is an essential condition for the overall devel-
opment of the national economy and the preservation
and maintenance of natural resources. The develop-
ment tendencies in the private forest sector indicate
that management of private forests has not been done
in compliance with the objectives of the Forest Policy
� the principles of sustainable management have not
been maintained.

Nevertheless, comprehensive legislation on for-
estry is in place. The Forest Law entered into force in
March 2000 and replaced the previous main statute,
the Law on Forests Use and Management (1994). The
new law lays down stricter conditions for felling than
previously existing legislation and also envisages
activities for forestry development. The Inventory
system was revised (de-monopolised and privatised).
A concept for the reorganisation of the State institu-
tional structures for the forest sector was also elabo-
rated in 2000. There are several important subordinat-
ed statutes elaborated to specify the Forest Law.

Apparently, forest legislation takes an important
position in the environmental legal system. It is con-
nected with the land and planning legislation, but also
with nature conservancy legislation, which sometimes
imposes more strict requirements, especially in protect-
ed areas. However, there are no specific provisions
concerning the involvement of the public in the deci-
sion-making, e.g. to safeguard nature conservation
interests. Similarly, the current science financing sys-
tem lacks initiatives to promote extension of practical
knowledge generated by research.

Considering that successful implementation of the
Forest Policy will be influenced by the high number
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Figure 1. Distribution of forest holdings of private forest
owners by size in Latvia
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of private forest owners and their attitude to various
policy instruments, the Latvian state has paid greater
attention to education and extension services for pri-
vate forest owners. The extension and education serv-
ices offered to private forest owners have become
crucial in Latvia after changes in the Forest Law (in
force since 2000), as well as due to the adoption of
the requirements of European Union. Until the year
2001 several recommendations of forest management
had compulsory status and a legal liability for diso-
beying was in force. Today, the Forest Law determines
only the main goals of forestry, but forest management
is up to the private forest owners themselves. Chang-
es in the Forest Law coincide with Forest Policy prin-
ciples and objectives to reduce the state regulation of
management activities.

Thus there is a gap between forest science and
forest practice and policy making because of a lack of
tradition of making the forest science based knowledge
available to forest practice, and because there is a new
situation in Latvia, with new forest laws, many private
forest owners, a state forest service which has been
altered. The question is how this situation can be
brought forward to gain a better interface between
forest science and forest practice and policy making.

Results

Stakeholder expectations to science-based forest
management and policy making. A deliberate stakehold-
er analysis has been carried out in the frame of the Latvi-
an-Danish project since outreach to the appropriate tar-
get groups and establishment of proper institutional/in-
formative networks is considered to be crucial for retriev-
ing a better interface between forest science and prac-
tice as well as policy making. A joint working group of
Latvian and Danish experts began by listing the most
relevant stakeholders and analysed their strengths, weak-
nesses, and interests in a real extension service at SIL-
AVA. This allowed addressing the following crucial ques-
tions: How will the stakeholders influence the making of
a genuine extension unit? How can such a unit take ad-
vantage of the stakeholders? What can the unit do for
the stakeholders? Finally, the relative importance of each
stakeholder was evaluated. A comprehensive survey was
carried out to reveal the needs and interests of these key
forestry stakeholders. Below, some of the main stakehold-
ers are presented and some of the overall results of the
survey are presented.

The SFS has 26 regional offices. In each of these
offices an extension officer is responsible for differ-
ent aspects associated with an extension service e.g.
advice and seminars for private forest owners. Most
advisors had a higher education in forestry. All of them

had computers and access to the Internet. A high pro-
portion of the advisors spent about 5 hours a month
updating their knowledge by reading, by Internet or
other sources. Seminars and professional magazines
were by far the most important sources of information.
Almost all of the advisors had knowledge of SILAVA.

LVM organizes the management of the forest
owned by the state and consists of 10 regional units
and 116 local units. LVM had no particular consulting
unit. Although LVM did not provide advice, the com-
pany employed highly educated specialists in differ-
ent fields of forestry. These specialists were respon-
sible for compiling internal instructions that are used
by the forestry officers. The staff also participated in
seminars, and often specialists from SILAVA were in-
vited to provide knowledge and experience. The spe-
cialists seated at LVM had access to both computers
and the Internet.

FOA is an association of private forest owners.
The organization promotes forest management and
trade timber and forest products and offers advice and
extension services. FOA had contracts with 42 advi-
sors. 40 000 private forest owners were passive mem-
bers of the association and 960 private forest owners
were active members who seek advice and are paying
for services. Two thirds of the advisors at FOA had a
higher education in forestry and 77% of the advisors
had access to a computer. Only 46% had access to the
Internet. Most of the advisors spent about 5 hours a
month updating their knowledge mainly by reading
professional magazines and attending seminars. 15%
of the advisors had no knowledge of SILAVA and half
of the advisors very seldom used information prepared
by SILAVA.

LAAC is a training and advisory organization for
farmers and rural entrepreneurs. More than 20 000
farmers used their services. Their main activities were
focused on agriculture but also offered advice on af-
forestation of agricultural lands. 87% of the advisors
at LAAC had a higher education, but none of them
had a special education in forestry. All advisors had
access to computers and the Internet. The time that
the advisors used for updating their knowledge var-
ied greatly and the same applied to the sources of their
updating. Part of this may be due to the fact that only
few persons answered the questionnaire. The LAAC
advisors showed very limited knowledge about SILA-
VA and consequently seldom used information pro-
duced by SILAVA.

Decision-makers are, in this context, politicians
and officials who hold a position in the Latvian soci-
ety where they for instance grant money for research
(for example the Forest Development Fund), write for-
est policies based on their knowledge of forestry or
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constitute an administrative, legislative unit. Most
government officials and politicians had access to the
Internet and were accustomed to using the Internet as
a source of information. Furthermore they were likely
to use newspapers and the media as a source of in-
formation. They may also read professional magazines.
Most of them expressed limited time and interest in
reading scientific articles or reports.

The analysis showed that Latvian Ministry of
Environment, a number of other organisations showed
a positive (although highly varying) interest in the
establishment of a proper extension unit at SILAVA
(with a potential significant contribution from the
Forestry Faculty at the Latvian University of Agricul-
ture). The main target organisations of the dissemina-
tion were shown to be the State Forest Service (SFS),
the State Joint Stock Company (LVM), Latvian Forest
Owners Association (FOA), The Latvian Agricultural
and Training Centre (LAAC) as well as decision-mak-
ers from within relevant ministries and public agencies.
Other target groups could also be considered, for

example the wood processing industry and nurseries.
The most straightforward evidence for success of the
project � considered by the stakeholders - was an
efficiently working extension service at SILAVA. Indi-
cators of success would include the level of aware-
ness of the existence of the service among the appro-
priate target groups and the stakeholders� judgement
on the quality of the service. The common view was
that SILAVA could play an important role providing in
research based information on sustainable forest man-
agement practices that is necessary for the different
stakeholders� decisions. In this role it is vital that
constant updating happens, and contacts within for-
est extension in other countries are established.

In the course of the project, a proper extension
service has been started at SILAVA in terms of staff,
office space, training, computer and other equipment
� and in terms of products (fact sheets, posters, book),
services (seminars, exhibitions and conference) and
networking (IUFRO extension network, Nordic exten-
sion network). In Figure 2 some of the main tangible
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Figure 2. Past performance of SILAVA
information unit 2001-2004 � selected
outputs and activities

 
Information unit setup 

• Creation of the information unit at SILAVA 

• Engaging full time information specialists 
• Information unit office 
 
Information strategy 

• Elaboration of the information strategy in SILAVA 
• Investigation: Latvian Forest Owners Association – the needs and use of information by 
private forest owners 
 
Training and capacity building 
• Training in extension services of SILAVA scientists  
• Elaboration of guidelines for writing fact sheets, holding seminar about how to write fact sheets 
with participation of a professional journalist 
• Creation of the SILAVA team of experts and obtaining experience by meeting Danish 
colleagues in DFLRI (travel of exchange of experience in Denmark) 
 
Equipment 

• Purchasing of equipment: a) new server to improve Internet service in SILAVA; b) software to 
produce informational materials; c) technical utilities to print information materials 
 
Design and website 

• New design and content of SILAVA Web site (structure and layout) 
• Elaboration of new SILAVA firm style – graphical standard for SILAVA (visit cards, fact sheets, 
posters, stamp etc.) 
• New SILAVA Information folder 
 
Factsheets, posters, articles and book 

• Preparation and distribution of fact sheets towards different target groups 
• Preparation and use of posters for exhibitions and seminars 
• Newspaper and magazine articles 
• Preparation of guidelines for good forest management practices book 
 
Seminars, exhibitions and networking 

• Preparation and organization of SILAVA stands on international exhibitions “Wood and Forest 
2003” and “Wood and Forest 2004” in Riga, Latvia 
•  (Five) target group oriented seminars on actual professional topics 
• The Nordic forum 2003, International seminar and workshop in Sigulda 
• Three reports of Latvian speakers on the International seminar in Sigulda 
• Involvement of new partners from Baltic States into Nordic Forest Extension network 
• Preparation of Nordic Forum 2004 with participation of coordinator from Baltic States  
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outputs which have been produced in the course of
the project are listed.

Figure 2 also shows the likely types of products
and services to be produced in the future by the in-
formation unit at SILAVA. The project has been suc-
cessful in producing outputs and in establishing a well
functioning, quality-orientated, efficient and at the
same time acclaimed and well-known information unit
at SILAVA to the benefit of appropriate forest sector
stakeholders.

Efforts to bridge the gap � by institutional build-
ing. Since the declaration of independence in 1990, the
international assistance to the country�s environmen-
tal sector gradually gained impetus and the part of it
has been related to the forest sector. The so-called H3
database was established to implement the H3 resolu-
tion of the second Ministerial Conference on the Pro-
tection of Forest in Europe. The database concerns for-
estry assistance to countries in transition (Csoka 1997)
and includes about 40 forestry related projects with the
beneficiary being Latvia, even though the database is
far from being complete (Brukas et al. 2000). The
projects highly vary according to their scope and con-
tents; however, prevailing subjects have been the de-
velopment of nature conservation and protection sys-
tems, education and training of staff at selected insti-
tutions, development of education and information
networks.

The beginning of the forest science in Latvia goes
back to the 19th century (Baumanis 1995). It was be-
ing formed under the influence of the German and
Russian school traditions. As far as not all referenc-
es were good for the local climatic and geographic
conditions, the need in a relevant national research
institution arose. During the First period of Latvian
independence (1920 -1940), scientific research was
carried out in the Forest Management Department of
the Faculty of Agriculture of the Latvian University
as well as in the Forest Research Station (after 1928).
Emphasis in research was on the settlement of the then
most important practical problems - afforestation of
infertile and sandy lands, felling area reclamation,
contribution to the natural restoration, rational prep-
aration of timber, and so on.

In 1946, the Institute of Forestry Problems was
established, engaging 38 research officers and 15 tech-
nologists who conducted studies in the forest biolo-
gy and forest management, forest working, forestry and
forest taxation, wood chemistry and woodworking.
During its 59-year history, the Institute came through
a number of reorganizations, operating at special blast
in the status of the Research and Production Associ-
ation �Silava� (ZRA SILAVA) in the period 1976-1991,

when the Scientific Research Institute of Forestry Prob-
lems, Design and Engineering Research Organization,
Specialized Design Office, Experimental Forestry En-
gineering Works, Forest Research Station �Kalsnava�
and Computation Centre were pooled into a united
complex. Hundreds of researchers were engaged in the
research operations at that time.

However, along with the restoration of the Latvi-
an state independence in 1991, drastic changes in the
policy and economy crushed down the structures cre-
ated by the socialism, also ZRA SILAVA. Drastic re-
ductions in staff and funding took place.

Yet today, although at a reduced level compared
to the period 20 years ago, SILAVA is the main centre
of forest science in Latvia, conducting research on for-
est ecosystems and their components; as well as work-
ing out recommendations for sustainable forest man-
agement and a rational and effective utilization of for-
est resources and forest products. The extension serv-
ice in SILAVA is at the beginning stage. Just like in
other Latvian research and education institutions SI-
LAVA does not enjoy any stable financial support from
the state budget or forestry companies and organiza-
tions.

However, there is a common agreement that forest
research should play a significant role in the forestry
extension. Research at SILAVA covers a broad range of
subjects from preservation of forest gene resources over
models for sustainable silvicultural practices to forest
valuation and general issues of forest policy. Improved
dissemination of research results is a necessary condi-
tion for enhancing positive impacts of forest science
on forest management practices, especially in terms of
environmental and conservation-related issues. Thanks
to the Latvian�Danish project, an extension service unit
has been created in SILAVA and the extension work has
been started.

Discussion

Scientific advice could play a far more significant
role in promoting sustainable forest management prac-
tices that are environmentally friendly and socio-eco-
nomic well-balanced. This aspect is also addressed by
other studies concerning e.g. Estonia and Lithuania
(e.g. Karoles et al. 2004, Brukas et al. 2000b). In the
case of Latvia, there is a clear need for considering
new ways to improve this link to ensure the viability
and � currently � high quality of the Latvian forests
and the use of these forests, judged beneficial by a
wide range of Latvian forest stakeholders represent-
ed in the project as a steering group.

The reason why scientific advice is not playing
the role key stakeholders in the Latvian forest sector
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would like to see, can be attributed to factors outside
and inside the scientific sphere. First, it is partly a
result of the current state of affairs with regard to
sustaining a forest science base in Latvia, following
drastic changes in policy and economy after the Latvi-
an state�s second independence in 1990 where the
forest research environment was heavily reduced, and
partly a result of the structure and composition of the
forest sector, including an extensive forest privatisa-
tion. Major risks � which were considered outside the
reach of the Latvian-Danish project �were connected
to the development of the Latvian forest sector and a
change in priorities within the sector. Some of the main
risks included that (i) the forest authorities would not
acknowledge the importance of forestry research in
developing environmentally and socio- economically
sound management practices; (ii) there would not be
a continued focus on strengthening the normative and
consultancy roles for the private forestry; and (iii)
there wouldn�t be acknowledgement of the capabili-
ties of private forest owners in relation to sustainable
forest management and their needs for information and
training. During the project period, however, these
risks were not realised.

Secondly, an explanation is to be found inside the
scientific organisation and concerns the perceived need
and interest in bringing the sustainable forest man-
agement related research out to managers, forest own-
ers and other decision makers. At the outset it was
assumed that the forest scientists would assume this
role of disseminator more or less readily � and that
they would be able to do it. However, during the Latvi-
an-Danish project it became evident that such a proc-
ess should include guidance to create greater aware-
ness of this role and how to combine such work with
the basic research work. One issue was that forest sci-
entists could benefit from the interaction with key
forest stakeholders in understanding current problems
faced and in developing feasible solutions. Moreover,
coaching was essential to bring better understanding
of how to extend the knowledge and to bring specific
skills.

In addition, financing of ways such activities were
in need of being considered. Some of the options are
financing through selling of information services, fi-
nancing through sponsors and advertisements, financ-
ing through external project funding, financing through
other project funding and financing through SILAVA
directly. One of the most preferable, and probably,
secure ways of economically sustaining the informa-
tion unit is through the last option � direct, basic
SILAVA funding. However, it is equally clear that the
other options to the degree feasible should be explored
to complement the basic funding.

Conclusions

There are promising signs in Latvia that the link
between forest science and practice and policy mak-
ing is on its way to be strengthened much to the ben-
efit of the forest stakeholders as well as the state of
the forest and the benefits accruing from it. Some of
the main things, which a project of the type described
in this paper, should do to help in the process of find-
ing new ways to build bridges between forest science,
policy and practice in order to achieve more sustain-
able forest management practices include:

� Tangible products. Readily available information
for forest advisors, managers, decision makers in the
political system as well as forest owners in the form
of e.g. condensed fact sheets, targeted seminars, guide
field trips on sustainable forest management practic-
es can help forest stakeholders to realised their needs
and what is possible to get through science based
knowledge,

� Institutional building. Strengthening the capac-
ity of the forest science institutions to handle dissem-
ination of knowledge beyond academia, preparing re-
search scientists to consider the forest stakeholder�s
knowledge-related needs and enter into a dialogue with
forest stakeholders is a good starting point, and fi-
nally

� Creating awareness. By actively involving for-
est stakeholders, giving them a chance to give feed-
back on specific products and the process of improv-
ing the links between forest science and practice and
policy making, and by encouraging them to articulate
their needs which can be remedied (partly) by science
based knowledge, an awareness about how the inter-
face between forest science and practice and policy
making can function, is raised.
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Â íàñòîÿùåé ñòàòüå ïðåäëàãàþòñÿ è êðèòè÷åñêè îáñóæäàþòñÿ íîâûå ñïîñîáû óñòðàíåíèÿ íåäîñòàòêîâ
âçàèìîñâÿçè ìåæäó ëåñíîé íàóêîé, ïîëèòèêîé è ïðàêòèêîé, èñïîëüçóÿ îïûò, ïîëó÷åííûé â òå÷åíèè ðàçðàáîòêè
ëàòâèéñêî-äàòñêîãî ïðîåêòà, öåëüþ êîòîðîãî áûëî ðàçðàáîòàòü íàèëó÷øèå ñïîñîáû ïåðåäà÷è íàó÷íûõ çíàíèé â
ïðàêòèêó ëåñíîãî õîçÿéñòâà. Ëåñà çàíèìàþò îêîëî 50% òåððèòîðèè Ëàòâèè, è óäåëüíûé âåñ ëåñíîãî õîçÿéñòâà â
ýêîíîìèêå ñòðàíû ïîñòîÿííî ðàñòåò. Â Ëàòâèè ëåñà èãðàþò âàæíóþ ýñòåòè÷åñêóþ ðîëü, à òàêæå ñîäåðæàò øèðîêèé
ñïåêòð âèäîâ ðàñòåíèé è æèâîòíûõ, êîòîðûì â Åâðîïå ãðîçèò èñ÷åçíîâåíèå, è òåì ñàìûì îáåñïå÷èâàþò âûñîêèé
óðîâåíü áèîëîãè÷åñêîé ðàçíîâèäíîñòè. Ëàòâèéñêîå çàêîíîäàòåëüñòâî â îáëàñòè ëåñà è ëåñíàÿ íàóêà ðàçâèòû õîðîøî.
Ïîýòîìó ìîæíî ñêàçàòü, ÷òî â Ëàòâèè ëåñà íàõîäÿòñÿ â áîëåå èëè ìåíåå õîðîøåì ñîñòîÿíèè, õîðîøî çàùèùåíû â
þðèäè÷åñêîì ñìûñëå è ÿâëÿþòñÿ ïðåäìåòîì íàó÷íîãî èññëåäîâàíèÿ. Îäíàêî, îùóùàþòñÿ ñåðüåçíûå íåäîñòàòêè âî
âçàèìîäåéñòâèè ìåæäó íàóêîé, ïðàêòèêîé è ïðèíÿòèåì ïîëèòè÷åñêèõ ðåøåíèé. Â ñòàòüå îïèñûâàåòñÿ ñèòóàöèÿ â
ñåêòîðå ëåñíîãî õîçÿéñòâà â íàñòîÿùåå âðåìÿ è äàåòñÿ õàðàêòåðèñòèêà îñíîâíûì ïðåïÿòñòâèÿì íà ïóòè
ñîòðóäíè÷åñòâà ìåæäó èññëåäîâàòåëÿìè, ïðàêòèêàìè, ëèöàìè, ïðèíèìàþùèìè ðåøåíèÿ è äðóãèìè ïðîôåññèîíàëàìè â
îáëàñòè ëåñà. Ïðîâîäèòñÿ òåìàòè÷åñêèé àíàëèç ïðîáëåì, ñ êîòîðûìè ó÷àñòíèêè ïðîåêòà ñòîëêíóëèñü, ðàáîòàÿ íàä
óñòðàíåíèåì íåäîñòàòêà âçàèìîäåéñòâèÿ ìåæäó ëåñíîé íàóêîé è ïîëèòèêîé â îáëàñòè ëåñíîãî õîçÿéñòâà. Ïðåäëàãàþòñÿ
òðè ãëàâíûõ ñïîñîáà, êàê óëó÷øèòü äèàëîã è îáìåí èíôîðìàöèåé ìåæäó ñôåðàìè ëåñíîé íàóêè, ïðàêòèêè è ïðèíÿòèÿ
ðåøåíèé â îáëàñòè ëåñíîãî õîçÿéñòâà â Ëàòâèè.
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